PASS LIST FOR APRIL – JUNE 2019 TESTING WINDOW

The Kentucky State Board of Accountancy is pleased to release the following list of candidates who successfully completed all four parts of the Uniform CPA Examination by passing one or more parts during the April - June testing window. The Board publishes only the names of those candidates who successfully completed the examination during the most recently completed window as opposed to those who only passed a section(s) during that testing window.

Joseph Levi Allgeier
Jonathan Barrios
Burke Thomas Beiting
Zachary Martin Braun
Aaron J. Brewer
Sean Brohman
Jessica Garmon Capps
Matthew Cervoni
Xueyi Chen
Kevin Eric Chesser Jr.
Tanner Clark
Kristen Wink Corley
Emily Donovan
Erika Elizabeth Dunn
Leonie Fay
Jessica Fister
Amanda Nicole Goins
Krystal Greathouse
Joseph P. Hamilton
Charles Michael Haunert
Shelby Lauren Hickerson
Jillian Elise Hoover
Kathleen R. Johnston
Matthew Keeling
William Lewis Keeton, IV
Alexander Kehres
Jordan Thomas King
Matthew Blake Kirk
James Klamo
Julianne Michelle Kramer
Brock Evan Lawrence
Laura Elizabeth Lenviel
Sydney Ann Loy
Kristin Michelle Miller
Logan Mohon
Kelly Morris
Jordan Peters
Robert A. Robertson
Henry Lee Schmidt
Valerie J. Seefluth
Nicholas Setaccioli
Alex Shearer
Allie Singer
Paul Strasser
Spencer Swift
Kara Elizabeth Van Horn
Hannah Leigh Walker
Michael Thomas Wise
Allison Paige Woodlee
Yang Xue
Jacob T. York
Sam Young
Alan Zgoda